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1. Introduction *) 
The problem of calculating the radiation transport in a 
complex system such as the shield of a,reactor has two main 
difficulties: the first one is the description of the phys 
ical processes with a calculation procedure able to give cor 
rect answers also for deep penetration, the second one is the 
heterogeneity and complexity of the shield geometry. Actually 
no rigorous method can account at the same time for both ef-
fects: from one side the interaction of radiation with mat-
ter (absorption, energy degradation, scattering) and from the 
other side the influence of the complexity of the geometrical 
system. 
It is therefore necessary to divide the calculation in two 
steps: firstly the shield geometry is simplified in such a 
way that a method equivalent to the solution of the transport 
equation can be applied. All thè heterogeneities which cannot 
be described by the first method are then treated with some cal 
culations which make use of somewhat simplified laws for the 
physical process but take into better account the geometrical 
effects. These heterogeneities are generally defined as irre-
gularities. 
In the present report some procedures for the evaluation of 
irregularities are described. They have been developed for a 
typical nuclear plant of a pressurized water reactor for ship 
propulsion. 
The reference shield design is shown in Fig. 1 and we assume 
to use the following calculation codes for the regular shield: 
*) Manuscript received on January 24, 1972 
a) Sabine /Ï/: monodimensional removal diffusion code for 
neutron transport 
b) QAD /!ƒ: point Kernel integration code, 3 dimensions, 
for γ and neutron transport. 
Inspection of Fig. 1 shows that two kinds of heterogeneities 
are present: 
a) heavy metal (iron, lead) and hydrogenous material (water, 
polyethylene) laminations 
b) voids 
and it is easy to verify that only the voids require a treat-
ment separate from the regular shield calculation. 
To prove this, at least in a qualitative way, one can consider 
a typical heterogeneous configuration, for instance the one shown 
in Fig. 2 a) or 2 b) . In these cases Sabine can be used for cal­
culating the flux arising from source S along^the points lying or. 
a symmetry axis r if: 
- for case 2 a) the extension of S in a direction perpendicular 
to r is greater than the diffusion length in the various 
media A, B, C .... 
- for case 2b), if, in addition to the above condition, also 
the distance from the axis r to the surface between Β and C 
is sufficiently great. 
With QAD one could calculate everywhere and exactly the un­
coil ided flux which however is not sufficient, or the total flux 
which is affected by errors arising from the difference between 
the actual geometry and the geometry implicit in the point kernel 
attenuation function. This latter (both for γ and neutrons) 
is derived from the solution of the transport equation in a 
homogeneous reference medium M for a point isotropic source. 
Let us assume that a criterion exists for converting the paths 
in media A, B, C... to equivalent paths in medium M (for in­
stance based on the removal cross section); a strong difference 
may exist between the actual geometry and its equivalent used 
by QAD as shown in Fig. 2c) and 2d). In particular for a source 
2b) 
!i V 
® 
/ 
r® 
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Fig. 2 - Examples of irregular shield geometries (2a and 2b) 
and of the geometry implicitely assumed in a point 
lernel integration calculation (2c and 2d). 
S: source; A,B,C: different material compositions; 
r: symmetry axis. 
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element around R the importance of the collisions around point 
Q to the flux in Ρ may be quite differente The difference 
however is negligible if the media A, B, C o . have similar pro 
perties (scattering, absorption) and in this case the situation 
of Fig. 2 is considered "regular" and the use of Sabine or QAD 
is justified. 
But if one medium, for instance B in Fig0 2, has a negligible 
density (air, thermal insulation) it may happen that the flux in 
Ρ derives almost completely from contributions of the type RQP 
which are much greater than the contributions EQ' Ρ implicitely 
assumed in the calculation. This situation is therefore an irre 
gularity to be treated with some other method. 
In the following a simple approach to the problem of radiation 
transport in voids is presented; this approach basically makes 
use of the concepts of "current" emerging from the medium into 
the void and "albedo" for the reflection on the walls„ 
Particular solutions are obtained for the cases of the refe­
rence design of Fig. 1 (voids enclosed by cylindrical surfaces) 
and for cases for which experimental data to be used for compa­
rison exist (cylindrical ducts). 
A computation method which takes into account the multiple 
reflections inside a cylinder has been developed in the program 
MRC-1 by P. Novario and is described in detail in a separate 
report /Ϊ37· 
With the albedo approach one has to détermine: 
a) the values of the albedo α 
b) the initial current between energy E and E entering the 
void (the term initial means that this current is made up 
of particles which have never been reflected before within 
the considered energy group) 
c) the total current which is obtained as the sum of the ini­
tial and reflected current 
d) the flux in the wanted points in the void volume, obtained 
by integration of elementary contributions coming from the 
current entering the void at any point of the surface mul­
tiplied by geometrical factors. 
These points are considered separately. 
2­0 The albedo 
The albedo is the ratio of a quantity R reflected from a 
surface to a quantity I incident on the surface. The quanti 
ties of interest are the current and the flux of particles and 
the corresponding albedo is called "number albedo". "Dose" and 
"energy" albedo are obtained by weighing the particle flov quan 
tities by k(E) (the flux to dose conversion factor) or by E (the 
energy). It is assumed that both incidence and reflection occur 
at the same point; this is not strictly true, but the error aris 
i­ng from this assumption is negligible if one of the folioving 
conditions are fulfilleds 
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a; tne diffusion length L in the medium is much smaller than 
the dimension of the void in a direction normal to the main 
propagation of particles in the void (for instance: the ra 
dius for a long cylinder having the source at its mouth, or 
the width perpendicular to the radiation streaming for a 
gap) 
b) the flux in the void has a small variation along the main 
propagation direction in a distance L; this small variation 
may result from a uniform source distribution over the whole 
surface or from a high albedo value which causes the multiple 
reflections distribute uniformly the radiation. 
A review of definitions and values of albedos is given by 
Selph /5/; from his report the following data of interest to 
this work are derived. 
The symbols of Selph are used in reporting these albedoes: 
α = differential albedo giving the reflected quantity per unit 
solid angle and/or per unit energy interval 
A = total albedo (integral of α over all the reflection angles 
and the energies). 
These are "number" albedoes; "dose albedoes" are indicated 
by index D. 
Indexes 1,2,3 define: 
α1,Α. = current out/incident flux 
a2fA = current out/incident current 
<XoiA - flux out/incident flux. 
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The relationship correlating the three types of albedoes 
are: 
OL, s cos$0a2= oleosa (2.1) 
where A and A are the incident and reflection angles with o 
respect to the normal to the surface. 
Fast neutrons - Monte Carlo calculation 
For fast neutrons the more detailed information is given by 
the doubly differential albedoes of Maerker and Muckentaler /4/ 
for concrete. They contain all the information on the reflec­
tion properties: energy and direction of the reflected current 
for an incident current at a given energy and angle (a total of 
5 variables). An expression fitting these data is given for 
CU-^CE ,Α ,θ,Φ) where E = incident energy, Φ azimutal angle of 
reflection. 
The data of Allen Futterer /B7 refer to iron, water, concrete 
polyethylene and soil and are dose albedoes aDl(Ε0»θ »θ). A 
fitting is given by French and Wells £Sj in the form: 
1 
α02(Εο,θ0,θ) = k(Eo)cos^0cos$ (2.2) 
where k(E ) is a constant for a given material. This expression 
does not hold for water, in which case the dependence on A is 
smaller. 
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Solutions for the monoenergetic case (thermal neutrons) 
Many expressions have been derived for cases of isotropic 
scattering and constant cross section, which can be applied 
to thermal neutrons. 
In the following N = Σ./Σ and ρ = Σ /Σ.; Σ., Σβ and 
L Cl S "t L S Σ are the total, scattering and absorption cross sections, a 
Fermi 
Α2 ( θο } =fN+Y3­*~cosô0 ( 2 , 3 ) 
for Ν » 1 
Halρerη 
_ y i r ­ k , , 
Α2 ­ fΝ 12'4; 
for Ν » 1 , where k = 2.91, 2.31 and 2.48 for normal, isotropic 
and cosine angular distribution of incidence. 
Chandrasekhar 
α0(θ .θ,ρ) = ­ìr­ eos θ "2Ν ο Γ/ 2 σοεθ + σοεθ 
ο 
χ H(P,COSAO)H(P,COSA) (2.5) 
where Η = universal function tabulated for various values of ρ 
and cos θ /Ζ/, o *· 
Α2(θ0,ρ) = 1 -ίΤ^ρ,.Η(ρ,σθ3θ0) (2.6) 
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Pomraning 
normal incidence: 
A = 2 9 in (1+v) -v (2.7) 
(1+v)ln(1-v) 
isotrop, incidence: 
m(1 A = "4 
2 v2m(i-v2) L 
+v)- vj 
where v(positive) satisfies: 
ρ ι-ν 
Diffusion (Glasston and Edlund) 
A2 = i^— (2.8) 
i 
+ Φ Φ' where i = —~ - D — 
. - Φ φ1 i = ~- + D ~ 4 2 
The above expressions refer to reflection from a semiinfinite 
half-space. 
For strongly absorbing media and slabs of finite thickness χ 
14 
Mockel 
A^ = 1­e 
­2ax 
1­Ae­^ L1+f(p) J 
(2.9) 
where α= 1 .37 · y * (y=1­p) and the other parameters are 
given below for various distributions of the incident current: 
Incidence 
Normal 
Isotr. 
Cos. 
ß 
1.37­y0,44 
1.33­y0·3675 
1.37­y0·44 
A 
0.2775 
0.640 
0.3882 
f(p) 
0.388 
y 
y 0· 5 
y0.41 
g(p) 
0.067 Ρ4"48 
0 
0.05p3"33 
For the general treatment of the transport in a void an albedo 
of the type 
O 2 ( E O , A Q ; Ε,Α,Φ) 
should be required. As seen in the above analysis of existing 
data for most of the albedo the dependence on one or more va­
riables is not known. Furthermore the complexity of a function 
15 
of 5 variables would make impossible to solve by analytical 
methods the multiple reflection problem. 
Some simplifications are therefore necessary and it is im 
portant to assess for any particular problem what simplifying 
assumptions can be made. 
For our problem we assume that the reflected current: 
a) has no dependence on the angle φ 
b) has always a cos θ distribution 
c) has a cos θ distribution, so that the dependence of α on 
the true incidence angle must be taken into account only 
for the first reflection, whilst in the other cases a con 
stant albedo evaluated for cosine incidence may be used. 
Some justification for points a) and b) is derived from 
results of Ref. 5 and 6. The difference between the first and 
further reflections in the θ dependence can be better under­
stood by the following considerations. The initial current giv 
ing rise to the first reflection may have any arbitrary distri­
bution of incidence, whilst the current of particles which have 
already suffered one or more reflections with a COSA law of 
emission enters the medium with a distribution approaching a 
COSA law when the principal curvatures of the surface are con­
stant (i.e. cylinders, spheres, parallel planes). 
Furthermore a strong initial anisotropy is expected for some 
geometries only for high energy neutrons; since the albedo at 
high energies is usually lov a·wrong assumption for the second 
reflection has little importance. Lov energy neutrons on the 
other hand derive from diffusion and previous reflections and 
16 
the cos θ lav is approached more rapidly. 
The albedo needed is therefore of the form: 
­ α9(Ε ,E;A )οοβθ for the first reflection, and 
­ α„(Ε ,Ε)οο3θ for the second and further reflections, and 
the distribution of the incident current is close to cos θ · 
o 
We assumef ollowing the procedure of Miller /δ/, that ap(E ,E) 
can be derived from the diffusion theory. In multigroup notation we write α the value of A„(E ,E) a r g,j 2V o' 
giving the ratio of the current reflected in the energy group j 
at energy E to the incident current in the group g at energy 
EQ (g<jt being E Q> E). 
Simple forms of α · are: 
g»j 
P lane geometry: 
1 ­ 2 k. D„ 1 1 
a1 ,1 " 1 + 2 L D . 1 1 
a 
4 Σ 1 
1,2 ( k 1 + k 2 ) ( l + 2 k 1 Dj(1+2i:2O2) 
Σ2 1+2 D2 ( k 1 + k 2 +k 3 ) 
a i ,3 = 3 ¡ ~ * ( k 2 + k 3 ) ( k 1 + k 3 ) ( 1 + 2 k 3 D 3 ) a i .2 
17 
Cylindrical geometry (radius = a) 
K ( L a ) - 2 L D , 'K . ik . a ) OLL· 1 1 1 1 ' ( 2 J 1 ) 
Ko(k1a)+2k1D1 - K ^ a ) 
where Σ , k , D have the usual meanings in the diffusion theory 
y y y 
and Κ and K„ are the zero and f i r s t order modified Bessel func-o 1 
t i o n s . 
In other cases a diffusion code for with the appropriate boun 
dary conditions: 
i assigned g a 
i* = 0 (j>g) 
can easily give the wanted values 
i"T 
α . = g.J ±+ 
for a particular geometry and material composition. 
According to Miller /8/ this method produces values in 
good agreement with more elaborate (Monte Carlo) techniques. 
18 
The initial current 
From the above definition the initial current in a given 
energy interval includes only those neutrons which have not 
been previously reflected with an incident energy belonging 
to the considered energy interval. 
In a multigroup notation we can write: 
j=g­i 
g g Σ ■· i+ 
jM, j»g J 
i° = i*+ ; S il (3.1) 
where : 
i = initial current entering the void in group g (g=1 for 
y 
the higher energy group) 
* ι = current of neutrons of group g which enter the void and 
y 
which have never crossed the void 
a. = albedo from group j to group g (current of» neutrons 
j » g 
emerging from medium in group g per unit current en 
tering the medium in group j) 
i. = total current entering the medium in group j. 
The space dependence has been omitted in (3.1) where it is 
assumed that all the quantities refer to the same point. 
The second term in the right hand side of (1) represents the 
contribution of those neutrons which have already crossed the 
void within a group j (E.>E ). This contribution is évaluât­
j y 
ed from the solution of the integral equation (4.1 ) for the 
19 
groups j<g, starting from the first group for which: 
.* .o 
1 1 
It is therefore necessary to define a criterion for calculait 
* ing i for all the groups and aïl the points of the surface 
y 
between the void and the medium. In addition it should be ne-
* cessary to know the angular distribution of i . Both quantities 
depend on the properties of the medium and on the source spec-
trum and source position with respect to the void. 
Only stochastic methods can give the solution to this problem 
in the general case, but they must be ruled out for practical 
calculations which require a simpler approach. 
* In the following some approximations for i are firstly re-
y 
viewed and some refinements are proposed. The basis for obtain 
ing the approximate formula is to consider that the void acts as 
a perfect absorber for the wanted current, since no reflected 
neutron must be included. 
According to Channon and Seale ¿9/ the initial current i . 
of thermal neutrons entering the cylindrical surface of a duct 
in water having a plane source at the mouth is given by: 
4<*> = T O * > ( 1 - ifrrSr) ( 3 · 2 ) 
20 
where : 
φ . = unperturbed flux in the medium (the flux Vhich would 
exist at the considered point in the absence of the 
void and which can be calculated considering the void 
filled with the medium material) 
Κ = modified Bessel functions o 
k = inverse of the diffusion length 
a = duct radius 
a' = extrapolated radius taken from transport theory r e ­
s u l t s . 
For the same geometrical configuration Paratie /Toy7 gives: 
φ . ) = °.5·Φ>)·[ι - - s * - L «k.ff «£<">] ( 3 · 3 ) 
a s L Φ ( z ) k=1 a J 
Miller ¿8/ derives a similar expression as: 
* å ( p ) 1 net 
V?) ­ "V (1 ­«g.g> + Τ Jg (P) ^ ^ g . g ' (3'4) 
where : 
α = total current albedo describing the probability of 
y 9 y 
group g neutrons being reflected within group g 
21 
Ο Φ « unperturbed flux of group g 
y 
net J = unperturbed net current of group g. y 
o net 4 The two quantities φ and J are obtained vith a removal 
y y 
diffusion calculation. It is easy to verify that if α is 
g»g 
obtained from the diffusion theory (equation 2.10) the rela­
tionship (4) is equivalent to: 
Φ° ' 
ig ■ C (1+Vg> ­ i" (1 ­ W ( 3 · 5 ) 
All the above expressions imply that: 
a) the P1 approximation is valid for the neutron energy cons¿ 
dered 
b) the unperturbed flux φ calculated in the absence of the 
void is a good approximation for the real flux existing in 
the medium and consisting of neutrons vhich have never cross 
ed the void (these latter are already taken into account by 
the second term of equation (3.I). 
The first assumption (a) is scarcely valid for high energy 
neutrons. 
The second assumption (b) is justified for points vhich see 
the source volume through the medium under a solid angle much 
greater than through the void. If for instance the void is a 
cylindrical duct vith the source at the mouth, the real cases 
vill be betveen tvo extreme geometrical configurations: the 
first consisting of a source vhich extends to infinity in the 
radial direction, and the second of a point source on the duct 
22 
axis. In the first case the wanted flux approaches the unper 
turbed value far from the duct and also near the duct if its 
radius is small with respect to the diffusion length in the 
medium. In the second case the wanted flux vanishes unless 
near the mouth and the use of a unperturbed flux would be un 
correct. 
Both restrictions may be however removed using a still 
simple approach based on the use of the removal diffusion 
theory. 
For the first energy groups the flux has two components: 
removal and diffusion. The removal component is made of neu­
trons which have a straight line propagation: therefore an in 
tegration over the source volume gives the value and the angular 
distribution of the removal part of i with the condition of 
black body for the void. The remaining part (or the total ini­
tial current for the low energy groups) can be obtained with a 
removal diffusion calculation of the flux in the medium in 
which the void is a perfect absorber. The removal calculation 
must be performed with a multidimensional code; for the diffu 
sion part a monodimensional code describing the neutron transport 
in a direction normal to the surface of interest will be suffi­
cient in most cases. At the interface with the void the black 
body condition 
ΛΓ Τ - ι ( 3 · 6 ) 
must be applied (x is a coordinate normal to the surface and 
1 the extrapolation length). The initial current entering 
23 
the void and coming from·the diffusion flux is then given by: 
i* --»(g) ' (3.7) 
\ 'x=o i 
and it is assumed that its angular distribution is proportional 
to COS$. 
» 
As a first remark we observe that in the case of the cylin-
drical duct seen previously and a large source,, in place of 
(3.2) from (3.6) and (3o7) one obtains: 
t* S°'kD , R) 
1 - Kl + K^akVK^ak) U , 8 ; 
The second remark concerns the removal component. As de-
scribed later the total current is obtained by an iterative 
method whose first step is the integration of the initial cur 
rent.multiplied by a geometrical factor over the void surface. 
The angular distribution of the removal component generally is 
not simple and does not permit an easy evaluation of the inte-
gral. This difficulty is easily avoided since the result of 
the integration is simply the current entering the medium and 
this quantity can be calculated directly. 
24 
4. The total current 
4.1. Radiation transport in the void 
The equation for the transport in the void is given by 
Miller ¿8/ as: 
E m 
i(E,P,3) = Γ Γ a(P,EUE,^U^)­i+(E' ,P,^)xdE' d"s5' +i*(E,P,3) 
E 2π 
(4.1) 
where: 
i(E,Ρ,Ή) = current entering the void per unit energy interval 
at energy E and per unit solid angle about the di­
rection Ω at point P. 
i (Ε,ρϋί): = initial current defined in the previous section. 
i (Ε',Ρ,Ή') = current entering the wall per unit energy inter 
val at energy E' and per unit solid angle about 
the direction T$' at point P. 
a(P,EUE, OU 15) = doubly differential current albedo (a2 in the 
notation of Ref. 3) giving the current reflect 
ed at Ρ per unit energy interval at energy E 
and per unit solid angle about the direction 
for a unit current of particles incident with 
energy E' and direction Ή'. 
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The above equation can be transformed in an integral equa 
tion containing only i(E',PQ') by considering that (see 
Fig. 3): 
.+ i (E',P^)dç5· = i(E\Q,ft) 
σο3θτ 
PQ Ì
dSQ 
where: 
Q = intersection of the straight line through Ρ in direc 
tion 15' with the void wall 
A_ = angle between the normal to the surface n(p) at Ρ 
and the direction PQ 
dS„ = element of surface around Q 
¿5&> 
JV. 
Fig. 3 ­ Geometrical relationship between i and i .+ 
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By substitution in (4.1) we obtain: 
E m 
Ì(E,P,15) = j a(P,EUE,l5ul5)­i(Q,E« ,15·)Χ 
E S 
χ F(Q,P)dSQ + i*(E,P,3) (4.2) 
where: 
cos θ 
F(Q,P) = — ­ (4.3) 
(|QP|) 
and where the integral is now extended over the whole surface 
S between void and medium. 
The spectrum is divided in energy groups and with obvious 
notation the wanted equations are obtained from (4.2) and 
(3.1): 
ι 
g 
(P,"s5) =Ja(P,g­g,3u3)­i (0,Ω·) χ 
χ F(Q,P)dSQ + i°g (P,15) (4.4) 
j=g­i 
ί°(Ρ,Ω) = ΐ*(Ρ,Ω)+ ¿ ja(P,j-g,3w!5)x 
g 9 j=1 
x Í J Í Q . Í D - F Í C P W S Q (4.5) 
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4.2. The solution of the integral equation 
The integral equation 4.4 has been firstly derived by 
i 
Simon and Clifford ß\f (SC) in the treatment of thermal 
neutron streaming in a cylindrical duct. In this case, as 
suming a COSA law of reflection, and constant reflection pro 
perties along the surface: 
a(P.M.TMD = — " ^¿ψ+ (4.6) 
π |PQ| 
where: 
α = total (thermal) albedo (A in the notation of Ref. 3) 
η' = normal to the surface at Q. 
If the radius of the cylinder is R, and ζ is a coordinate 
axis coincident with the cylinder axis, the SC formula is ea­
sily derived from 4.4 
ι 
i(z) = -jfr Ji(z')K(p)dz· +i°(z) (4.7) 
o 
where: 
ρ = | z­z'l 
α = total albedo 
Η - total length of the duct 
r(p) = 1­p(p2 + 6a2)­(p2+4a2)"3/2 
i(z) = total current at z. 
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The SC approximation consists in considering: 
Γ i(z')K(p)dz' = i(z)f K(p)dz· = i(z)G(z) (4.8) 
and is justified by the shape of K(p) which is strongly 
peaked at ρ = o and by the expected small variation of 
i(z). 
Furthermore, since G(Z)RJ2R along all the duct (if Η »a) 
unless near ζ = o and ζ = Η, the well known expression 
i(z) = J- i°(z) (4.9) 
π —a 
is obtained. 
Other more detailed analysis of radiation streaming in 
ducts /!/ /Î27 use the same approximation, whilst Paratte 
/IO/7 and Miller ƒ§ƒ solve the general equation (4.4) 
Since it is not self-evident in what cases the approxima 
tion (4.8) may be valid, the solution of (4.4) is discussed 
briefly in the following. It will be shovn that in the cases 
of interest in this work the integral equation admits always 
a solution as a convergent series; this series may be trun-
cated and the remainder approximated by an expression of the 
type of (4.9) which corresponds to the particular case in 
which only the first term is retained. 
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Omitting for simplicity the group index g, the solution 
of (4.4) is given by: 
i(P,3) = ¿ Τη(Ρ,Ω) (4.10) 
where: 
Το(Ρ,Ω) = ί°(Ρ,Ω) 
Τη(Ρ,Ω) = Jï n ­ 1 (Q,QP) ­F(QP) ­a(P,QPH.^)dS( 
It is outside the scope of the present discussion to look 
for the conditions of convergence of (4.10). It vill be suf 
ficient to observe that the iterative method used to derive 
T corresponds to the physical process: T is the current of 
particles vhich have suffered exactly η reflections. There­
fore the series (4.10) gives alvays a finite solution in all 
the physical cases if the description of the albedo and of the 
initial current have a physical meaning. 
With the hypotesis of sections 2 and 3 the integral equa­
tion and the series are greatly simplified and can be handled 
analytically in simple geometrical cases. 
We consider firstly the case of lov energy neutrons vhich 
have a cosd angular distribution as in the SC analysis (eq. 
4.6) both for the initial and reflected current, according to 
the previous hypothesis. Furthermore the dependence of 
α(Ρ,^ '­··Ω*) on the direction of incidence Ω' is neglected. 
Equation 4.4 may be revritten as: 
i(p) = i*(P)+<x(P)J i(Q)­k(QP)'dSQ (4.11) 
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vhere i(P) and a(P) are the total current and albedo and: 
k(QP) = 
COS$ · COSA 
£ _Ji 
PQI 2 
( A and A defined in Fig. 3 ) . 
¡r Q 
The solution is given by the series (4.1.0) vhere 
Tn(P) = a(P)J Tn_1(Q)k(Q,P)dSQ (4.12) 
or by: 
i(P) . i°(p) + a(P)Ji°(Q) £ * <P"'Q)dSQ (4.13) 
vhich is obtained from (4.12) by changing the order of inte­
gration, vhere: 
k^Q.P) = k(Q,P) 
kn(Q,P) =Jkn­1(Q,R)'k(RfP)dS R 
The proof for convergence of (4.12) is easily obtained; 
if α is the maximum value of a(p) and M the maximum value 
of i°(P): 
Τ1(Ρ)<α· M­J k(Q,P)dS <aM (4.14) 
because 
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Jk(Q,P)dSQ = Jk(P,QJdS Q 
= 1 for a.close surface 
i 
< 1 for an open surface 
The other terms T0,....T are alvays smaller than 
2. n­1 n 
α Μ,..., α .M, and the series is alvays convergent 
since a< 1. « 
The same reasoning holds for high energy neutrons also in 
the case of arbitrary distribution of the initial current 
and of an albedo dependent on the incidence angle, for n>2; 
the term T«. can be calculated by the exact expression (4.10) 
or, in a more approximate but simpler form, by 
T.,(E,P,A) = a(E,P,$0)cosA­ i+(E,P) (4.15) 
vhere: 
­ i (Ε,Ρ) = total current entering the medium at Ρ 
­ Ã" = mean angle of incidence. 
o 
4.3. Solutions for particular geometrical cases 
In the folioving the explicit forms of the equation (4.11) 
are given for the case of cylindrical surfaces and plane sur­
faces perpendicular to the cylinder axis. A cylindrical sym­
metry is assumed for the initial current and for the reflec­
tion properties. 
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a) Cyl indr ical ducts v i thout ends 
This i s the configurat ion already considered (equation 
4 . 7 ) . 
b) Cyl indr ical duct v i t h r e f l e c t i n g medium a t the entrance 
and ex i t ends 
This configutarion i s shown in Fig . 4 . The equations for 
a s ing le energy group a re : 
W = J°(p<|) +λΐ ƒ J2(P2) 
S2 Γ 1 . 2 
COa\.2 „ 
— 2 dS 2 + 
+ x 1 | j 3 ( p 3 ) — ^ 
COSA, . 'COS θ . 1 
J ό.ι d 
. . - ^2 "3 
S3 *1»3 
2. cos θ. 
J2(P2) = J°(P2) ♦ x j J ^ P , ) s · 2 ae, 
r i . 2 
cos«„ . ­ cos« „ 
♦ S t J W ¥ — dS3 JJ3(V S 3 r 2 . 3 
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j3(p3) = Jp3) ♦ λ3 
COS«, ,·003θ, , 
j, (ρ,) — J ­ · ­ 3 ­3­1­
+ λ3 
S2 
Κ<Ρ2> 
2 
r i . 3 
0 0 3 θ 2 . 3 * 0 0 β θ 3 
2 
r 2 . 3 
.2 
UB1 
d S 2 
2ft cos θ. ­, 
* SJ J3 ( P3 ) 2 dS3 ( 4 · 1 6 ) 
S3 Γ3·3· 
vhere: 
J­(Pj)tJ(P·) = initial and total current entering the void 
at a point on the i surface (i »1,2,3); 
the group index has been omitted and J.= i. 
ι J.g 
P. = point on the i surface 
Xi = V'71 
a. = total albedo of the i surface 
θ. .= angle betveen the normal to the surface at Ρ. and the 
i,J _> x 
direction P.P.. ι J 
r, .» distance betveen points P. and P. ι, j ι j 
i = surface index: i = 1 for the mouth, i = 2 for the end 
and i = 3 for the cylindrical surface. 
After solution of the previous system, the flux Φ(Ρ4) at a 
point Ρ inside the duct may be calculated vith the folioving 
formula: 
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COSA. Λ 1 r» C O S A r 
*(P4> - T / V V - Τ ^ " ΐ + - ƒ J2(V - 7 ^ dS2 + 
S, r 1 . 4 S 2 2 . 4 
1 - COS«„ . 
♦ T J J 3 ( V — 2 ^ d S 3 ( 4 · 1 7 ) 
S 3 3 · 4 
If the cy l ind r i ca l coordinates (ρ, φ, ζ) shown in F ig . 4 
are used, the expressions (4.16) and (4.17) may be transform 
ed in : 
R 
J., (p.,) = , J ° ( p 1 ) + a 1 J 32\ς>2)?^(ς>Λ »Ρ2)<*ρ 2 + 
o 
Η 
+ αη J J 3 ( z ) F 2 ( P l ,z)dz 
o 
R 
J 2 ( p 2 ) = J 2 ( p 2 ) + a 2 J J 1 ( p 1 ) F 1 ( p 1 .pgjdpj + 
o 
Η 
+ o^J J 3 (z )F 2 (p 2 ,H-z)dz 
o 
R 
J 3 ( z ) = J 3 ( z ) + a3 J j 1 ( p 1 ) F 3 ( p 1 , z ) d p 1 + 
o 
R 
+ a3 J j 2 ( p 2 ) F 3 ( p 2 , H - z ) d p 2 + 
o 
Η 
+ a 3 J j 3 ( z ' ) F 4 ( z , z ' ) d z ' (4.18) 
(0<p..<R; 0<PolR ' °<Z<H) 
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v h e r e : 
2p 2 H 2 ( P l 2 +p 2 2 + H2) 
F1(P1'P2) T T ! 2 „2,2. ! 2 213/2 ( 4 J 9 a ) Γ, 2 . 13/2 [(P1 +P 2+ H ) -4p, pj 
n 2, 2 2 2N 2 ζ R (R -p1 +z ) 
F 2 ( f V Z ) = [,„2 2,2 4 I 2,2 2,13/2 ( 4 J 9 b ) 
I (R -p1 ) +z +2z (R +pj) ' 
P1 F3 ( p1' z ) = T " F2 ( p 1 ' z ) (4.19 c) 
1 |z-z'|fz-z')2+6R2] 
F (ζ,ζ') = 1 - - ^ —-j^ — (4.19d) 
4 2R ( Γ(ζ-ζ·) +4R213/2 5 
p1 = radial coordinate on the mouth face 
p2 = radial coordinate on the end face 
ζ « axial coordinate 
The flux is given by: 
R — R 
Φ(ζ,ρ) = ƒ J1(p1)Y1(p1>z)dp1 +Jj2(p2)Y1(p2,H-z)dp2 
o o 
Η 
+ ƒ J3(z')ir2(z,z')dz· (4.20) 
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vhere: 
_ / χ 2Ζ Γ dm 
V p ' p 1 ' z ) = ~ P 1 J T 2 Γ ~ ; 2,2 3/2 
£ [ρ +ρ1 - 2 pp^oscp+U*) 
( 4 . 2 1 a ) 
_ / ,Ν 2R Γ ( R - pCOSqQdffi 
Ψ (ρ,ζ,ζ·) « — j - z -r-- « ^^^^—^  5ΪΤ79 
2 π Jo [R2 + P 2 - 2 R P C O S 9 + ( Z » - Z ) 2 ] 3 / 2 
(4.21 b) 
The previous expressions ÏL and ¥_ for the important case 
of points P. on the cylinder axis (ρ = 0) take the simple 
form: 
V°'pi·*) = r — — r m (4­22a) 
2R2 f2(0,Z,Z') = ητ-r * r-rr-^ (4.22b) [R2 + (Z.­Z)2]3/2 
The integral equations (4.18) are solved vith the MRC­1 
program vhich is described in Ref. /T3/. The duct vith 
out ends previously seen is a particular case vith α1 = α 2= 0. 
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c) Two concentric cylindrical>surfaces 
This configuration is shovn in Fig. 5. It represents, 
for instance, the gap betveen the pressure vessel and the 
shield tank in a typical shield design. The current on 
the tvo surfaces is given by: 
H 
Χ,(ζ) = J1°(z)+2X1Jj2(z')-F5(z,z·) ψ-
O ' . 
Η 
J2(z) = J°(z)+2^J Χ,ίζ'ΐ^ίζ,ζ·) ψ- + 
ο 1 
Η 
+ \2p2(z')-F7(z,z·) ψ- (4.23) 
η 1 
vhere the same symbols of the previous case have been used 
vith: 
i = index of the surface: 
i = 1 : inner cylinder of radius R1 
i = 2: outer cylinder of. radius R_. 
The dimensioniess F function are given by: 
R2 F 5 ( z , z » ) = -f-- * F 6 ( z , z · ) 
m 2 
Í
Yo(R2 cosq> - R,, ) (R2 - R., coscp ) · R.j · dm 
f~2 2 2 Τ Γ " 
|R1 +R2 - 2 R 1 RgCOSrâ + ( z ' - z ) J 
Oa0 (1 ­ C03<p)2 R 3 R1 · d<p F ( z , z · ) « P f Γ * - ¿ M (4.24) 7 ¿ [2R2(1-co^)+(z-zM2JV 
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vhere the limit φ is determined by: 
cos<Po = ­i¡­
The flux Φ­(ζ) and Φ2(ζ) on the v a i l surface i s given 
by: 
Η 2 R dz ' 
f i ( z ) = T R T J J 2 ( z , ) ­ G 2< z ' z , >Tr <4­25a> 
1 ο Ί 
Η 
φ 2(«) = - | - / ^ ( ζ » ) - G 2 ( z , 2 · ) (4 .25b) 
Ο 1 
Η 
♦ T J ^ ^ - V 2 · * · ) ' ^ 
vhere the dimensionless G functions a re : 
p o (l­cos<p) R2 · R1 G ^ z . z · ) « γ ­ ­ ­ ­ ^ dc* 
¿ [ 2 R 2 2 ( 1 ­ c o s 9 ) + ( z ' ­ z ) 2 ] 3 / 2 3 
(4.26 a) 
<P0 (R9cosm ­ R ^ R ­ dq, G 2 ( z , z ' ) = Γ % 1—! 2 1 3 > 2 (4 .26b) J0 [ R ^ +R2 ­ 2 R1 R2cosT+ ( z ' ­ z ) ¿ j ó / ¿ 
From the system (4.23) the i n t eg ra l equation for J 2 ( z ) 
i s obtained: 
Η 
J 2 ( z ) = g(z) + \ J j 2 ( z ' ) ­ F 8 ( z , z ' ) d z ' (4.27) 
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vhere: 
H 
g(z) = J°(z)+XJ ^ °(ζ·)·Ρ6(ζ,ζ·) ψ- (4.28) 
η 1 
Η 
Fg(z,zV) = F?(z,z') +\fF5(z,Z»)F6(zM,z) ψ-· (4.29) 
o 
The equation (4.27) may be solved by the iterative method 
(series 4.10 or 4.12) and J­(z), Φ1(ζ) and Φ2(ζ) calculated. 
4.4. A remark on the SC approximation 
The current in the cases a) and c) is given by an integral 
equation of the form: 
Η 
J(z) = g(z) +\Jj(z')K(|z­z'|)dz· (4.30) 
o 
to vhich the SC approximation (4.8) could be applied. 
In order to see the conditions of validity of (4.8), one 
can consider the terms given by (4.12) of the series 
j(z)= Y Tn(z) 
nso ; 
in the form 
Tn(z) = T^tz)· J K Í Z . Z ' J + J ^ T ^ (z')­Tn­1(z)J χ 
xK(|z­z' I) dz» (4.31) 
4fr 
If Τ (ζ) = g(z) is such that 
Γ[?(ζ') -g(z)l-K( |ζ-ζ·| )dz' = 0 (4.32) 
the second term of the right hand side of 4.31 vanishes for 
all the Τ and (4.8) is the exact solution. The condition 
(4.32) is rather restrictive and it is exactly true only at 
ζ = Η/2 and vhen g(z') -g(z) can be expanded in odd povers 
of (z-z·). 
Hovever the value of the integral (4.32) is negligible 
vhen: 
- g(z')-g(z) is slovly varying betveen ζ-ε<ζ'<ζ+ε (tis 
of the order of R for case a, and of R2-R.i for case c), 
so that it can be approximated linearly between these 
limits 
- g(z')-K (|z-z· |)«g(z)-K(o) 
outside the above limits; 
this condition assures that the main contribution to the 
integral giving Ty comes from the points z' near ζ. 
Although in many cases of interest the above conditions 
are not met, the previous considerations are useful for eva 
luating the remainder of the series. To find an expression 
for the remainder we observe that Τ 1 is always less vary­
ing than Τ . 
9 η 
This property assures that, for any g(z), it will be al­
ways possible to find a value Ν such that T N(z) is suffi­
ciently constant to satisfy the conditions given above for 
g(z). 
tí 
Therefore the series (4.10) can be written as: 
N""1 τ (ζ) 
J(N)(z) = Τ Tn(z)+ ' ; £ (4.33) 
tf "i ­X'frU­z'Jdz· 
Thè remainder can be evaluated at any iteration and the 
equation (4.33) is suited for computation since the itera­
tion can be stopped at a value Ν vhich can be determined 
by the condition: . v 
J(^)(»)­T(1"(») n 
Ν < η 
/(z) 
vhere η is a positive number vhose value depends on the re­
quired accuracy. 
The expression (4.33) is particularly useful vhen 
α=λ l(z­z') dz' is close to unity. In this case it might 
happen that the integrals Τ are numerically overestimated 
vith an error of the order of 1 ­ α causing the series to 
diverge. 
This error is avoided by the use of (4.33) vhere only fev 
terms are calculated and, in addition, vhen the integral 
S K(z,z*)dz· can be analytically solved, the value of the 
remainder is exact. 
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5. Experimental test 
For testing the assumptions and the mathematical procedure 
We have compared the calculation results with some experimental 
data obtained in previous works. These data refer to cylindri- " 
cal ducts of various size and wall composition in water. 
5.1. Long ducts 
A first series of experiments / H / has been performed with 
ducts having aluminum walls and a radius much smaller than the 
length. The source is a disk with the axis coincident with 
the cylinder axis as shown in Fig. 6. 
The calculation has been performed with 3 energy groups: 
g = 1 E > 0.8 MeV 
g = 2 0.8 MeV > E>0.4 eV 
g = 3 0.4 eV > E 
The details are given below. 
5.1.1. Determination of the albedos 
Some values for water are given in Tables 5-1, 5-II and 
5-III. 
Table 5-1 refers to plane geometry and diffusion calcu-
lation and contains also the used K and D values. The ef 
feet of the geometry of the reflecting surface is shown in 
Table 5-III for cylinders of 5, 10 and 15. cm of radius. 
Table 5-II gives the dependence on the angle of incidence 
A and is obtained from a Montecarlo calculation*. The 
* 
Private communication by R. Nicks of CCR Euratom Ispra. 
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last column gives th'e values for a cosine distribution of 
the incident current. 
Other values for thermal neutrons and water medium are: 
Fermi: normal incidence 0.806 
glazing incidence 0.92 
Halpern: normal incidence 0.766 
cosine incidence 0.815 
Chandrasekhar: normal incidence 0.776 
glazing incidence 0.92 
cosine incidence 0.82 
A comparison of the above values indicates a good agree 
ment in the cases of low energy neutrons where the albedo 
is important and some discrepancies between diffusion and 
Montecarlo values for fast neutrons. 
From the duct geometry it is seen that most of the re-
flections of the removal neutrons of group 1 occur at an-
'gles of incidence A >.80° and therefore the values of w o 
Table 5-II for A = 80° have been used for the first re-
flection. In all the other cases the data derived from 
the diffusion theory have been used. 
5.1.2. Determination of the initial current. 
For the neutrons belonging to the removal component the 
first term T«. of the series is calculated directly by eq. 
4.15 where. 
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•+f \ N 
i (z) = ­
jhax 2 . , λ , " ρ s in m (p )dp 
[p2 +(z+h)2]3 /2 
•n/2 
¿ Jcos9d9. ρ «e 
­ΣΓ Η(ρ) 
<R 1 Ί 
[p2+(z+h)2] dp_ 2Ί3/2 (5.1) 
The tvo terms of (5.1) represent the current of neutrons 
entering the medium at ζ through the void and through the 
medium and the void respectively; the symbols have the 
meaning reported in Fig. 6 or below: 
8 - 2 Ν = 1.28*10 n/cm »s (intensity of the source emission) 
_1 Σ = 0.1 cm (removal cross section for water) 
rH = ~~Τ " 2Rcoscp| |1+(5±^) ] (path through water) 
z+h P1= 2R· · coscp 
+Æ~- 2 2 ρ = Rcoscp+VR ­ R s i n φ 
91- ° 
cp..= cos 
(z >z*) 
R ? ­ R 2 ­ » 2 z 2 -\ ■ir 23 2- _ 1 
M R 2 h z+h ­I 
n-n Z+h 
p = 2R 
Kmax ζ 
= R + a 
s i n <Ρ<Ρ> = Η Α ) ? 
( z ^ Ζ* ) 
( z > z * ) 
( Z ^ Z* ) 
( z > z * ) 
and ( z < z * ) i f 
(0< p<p') 
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„2 2 J¿ 2 4 / R +p ­ R e \ , -. t1 -C-ãET8-)· 1 u<z*> i f 
( p ' < p<R+a) 
* 2Rh 
Ρ' T h J 
The diffusion component iå evaluated with the procedure 
outlined in Section 3; however the rather simple geometry 
allows some simplifications. 
The unperturbed diffusion and removal fluxes φ (ζ) and 
y 
φ°(ζ) are calculated by Sabine along the ζ axis (r=0) in 
water (without the duct). The subsequent step is the de­
termination of the removal flux qu(z,r) around the duct, 
which is considered as a perfect absorber. 
Instead of performing the complete calculation of the 
diffusion fluxes deriving from φ (z,r), an approximate 
evaluation is performed by considering φ (z,r) constant 
with r, with a value corresponding to a distance L from 
the duct wall. L is of the order of the diffusion length 
and L = 5 cm has been used. 
With the above hypothesis the diffusion flux in the me­
dium to be used in eq. 3.8 is given by 
<pg°(z).F(z) (5.2) 
where: 
nu(z,a+L) 
F(z) = ­^ (5.3) 
,(z,o) 
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-TABLE 5-1 
Albedos for water calculated by diffusion theory: plane and 
cylindrical geometry 
Group 
g 
1 
2 
3 
Plane geometry 
9 i , i 
0.192 
0.325 
0.805 
g i , i+1 
0.169 
0.325 
-
g i , i + 2 
0.126 
-
-
K 
( a i r 1 ) 
0.202 
0.421 
0.390 
D 
(cm) 
1 .653 
0.606 
0.1375 
TABLE 5-II 
Dependence of the albedo for water on the angle of incidence 
φ for an incident fission spectrum - Monte Carlo calculation 
Plane geometry 
cxT 
1 .1 
^ 1 . 2 ' 
1 .3 
5> 
Inc idence ang le θ 
o 
0 o 
0.039 
0.120 
0.086 
0.245 
30° 
0.045 
0.130 
0.081 
0.256 
60° 
0.067 
0.192 
0.089 
0.348 
80° 
0.12 
0.23 
0.071 
0.421 
cos θ o 
d i s t r i b u 
t i o n 
0.062 
0.161 
0.083 
0.306 
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TABLE 5­III 
Dependence of the albedo for water on the radius R of the 
cylinder ­'Diffusion calculation 
3 . 3 
0 6 2 . 2 
<*1.1 
R = 5 cm 
0.768 
0.238 
0.0225 
\— 
R= 10 cm 
0.785 
0.276 
• 
0.10 
R= 1 5 cm 
4 
0.792 
0.295 
0.128 
R = »O 
0.805 
0.325 
0.192 
Observing that the total current i can be written as 
.+ /. ­ O x / 
ι = ( ι ­ ι ) /a 
g g g g,g 
one obtains the i n i t i a l cur ren ts (eq. 3.1) 
•o , .*+ / ι λ o X1 = a i , 1 l R + ( ~f\ 'F'h 
Ox a l . 2 
2 = < M , 2 ' X R + ( l 1 - l 1 ) a 1 .1 + ("V) '*'<& Φ° 2 
.O . . * + / . .Ov 1 . 3 / . . Q x 1 . 2 / ν _ ( 
h ■ "I . 3 - ^ + ( i r X 1 > ¿7J + ( 1 2 · ^ > ~~~ + (^> ,Ρ·*3 
(5.4) 
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where. 
α! .: albedo from Table 5-II, θ= 80° (first reflection) ι »J 
α i : albedo from Table 5-III g»J 
α : albedo from Table 5-II 
g»g 
i* (—) : = 0.202 g = 1 (from eq. 3.8) 
φ° g 0.175 g = 2 
0.050 g = 3 
i = total current obtained by calculation with the 
g 
MRC code. 
5.1 .3. Results 
From the MRC code one obtains Φ (ζ) on the duct axis. 
g 
For g=1 one must still add the removal component of the 
flux coming from non reflected neutrons; this component 
has been directly calculated by QAD. 
The experimental data to be used for comparison are 
threshold detector reaction rates, epicadmium reaction 1 97 rate R . of Au (η,γ) and thermal flux, epi ' 
We consider firstly the low energy neutron results. The 197 Au reaction rate has been transformed to an experimental 
φ (z) flux with the hypothesis of 1/E spectrum by multi­
plying by the ratio between the total lethargy interval in 
197 group 2 and the Au resonance integral: 
φη(ζ) = R .(z) · -------
W2K J epiv ' A.75 
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The measured thermal flux can be compared directly with 
the calculated Φ_(ζ). 
The results are shown in Fig.s 7» 8, 9, 10 for'different 
duct and source radii. The agreement is rather good'both 
for the shape and the absolute"value expecially for thermal 
neutrons. The epithermal group is always underestimated at 
large distances, but the discrepancies never exceed a fac­
tor 2. 
One reason for this disagreement could be the spectral 
deformation (from the 1/E shape) far from the mouth; actually 
by the use of resonance detectors it has been verified that 
the spectrum is close to 1/E near the mouth, whilst no measu 
rement has been made near the end since the fluxes are too 
low for an accurate determination. 
It must be observed that in a configuration of the type 
of Fig. 6 the main contribution to the flux arises from the 
initial current entering the month face and streaming along 
the duct. This flux, sometimes called "direct flux" can be 
calculated vith negligible error. In the present case how­
ever for g=2 and g=3 there is no initial current entering 
the mouth and the flux in these groups derives completely 
from reflections of fast neutrons or slowing dovn in the 
medium around the cylindrical surface. The test of the method 
is therefore particularly meaningful. 
The fast neutron group g«l cannot be directly compared 
vith the experimental data. This comparison is not strictly 
necessary since the correctness of the Φ1, calculation is 
implicitely verified by the previous test on φ and φ 
vhich derive, by a large extent, from Φ1. For completeness 
hovever ve consider also the threshold detector reaction 
rates. These are sensitive only to neutrons belonging to 
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the higher energy part of group 1, say a group 0 vhich has 
a negligible albedo α . Therefore it is not necessary to 
perform the multiple reflection calculation for obtaining 
the flux effective for the threshold reactions. In our case 
ve have verified that satisfactory results are obtained sim­
ply by a QAD calculation, using the Moument Method Kernel 
for the attenuation in water. This appears from Figs. 7,8, 
58 32 9, 10 for the Ni (η,ρ) or S (η,ρ) reaction rates. 
5.2. A gap 
Another experiment refers to a cylinder with the length 
much smaller than the radius, as shown in the insert if Fig. 11 
This cylinder approximates a gap in a plane shield. 
In order to enhance the radial gradient of the initial cur­
rent a collimator is placed between the source and the void as 
shown in Fig. 11 . 
The wall material is iron and in this case the epithermal 
group has a rather high albedo (a0 o=0.8). 
The initial current along the radius has been derived from 
a measured flux inside the iron slabs without the void. 
An added subroutine to the RMC permits the determination 
of the radial distribution of the flux, and Fig. 11 shows the 
comparison with the experimental data for the epithermal flux. 
The agreement is very satisfactory. 
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5.3. Applications 
As an example of application of the method to a design pro 
blem we consider the gap existing around the pressure vessel 
in the reference shield of Fig. 1 . 
By applying the same procedure of the RMC with the geome -
trical Kernels of Sect .4.3we have calculated the axial distribu 
tion of the epithermal flux irîside the gap. The results are 
shown in Fig. 12 together with the flux calculated without 
reflections. 
In this particular example the S.C. approximation would 
give a large underestimate of the flux far from the source. 
6. Conclusions 
The scope of this study was tö set up some criteria and 
methods for solving the problem of neutron transport through 
voids for a particular shield design. The results are however 
quite general and could be applied to other experimental confi 
gurations. 
With the proposed method elaborate techniques are not requir 
ed, and in addition to a removal-diffusion and removal program 
a calculation code for solving the iterative process is needed. 
This code has been written by P. Novario /13/ for the important 
case of straight ducts with ends. 
The problem of determining the initial current has been careful^ 
ly analyzed and previous solutions revised; in particular the 
division in removal and diffusion components is expected to im-
prove the precision still retaining a sufficient simplicity. In 
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some cases these components correspond to the so called "direct" 
and "leakage" currents. These terms have been avoided since 
they are somewhat misleading for low energy neutrons. 
The correctness of the assumptions and of the whole procedure 
has been tested with experiments in rather severe conditions. 
In fact it is found excellent agreement for low energy neu-
trons in ducts having only fast neutrons entering the mouth face. 
It has also been found that only 3 energy groups are necessary 
in this case. 
The method has several application in a shield design; in ad-
dition to the problem of the gap already seen, the described 
techniques may be used to evaluate: 
a) the neutron reflections inside the biological shield of Fig. 1; 
this effect increases the external doses in the upper part of 
the shield 
b) the streaming along the gap around the nozzles 
c) the neutron propagation outside the biological shield; in 
this case there is no reflection and one needs only to eva-
luate at a point external, to the shield the contributions com 
ing from the two components (removal and diffusion) of the 
initial current leaving the shield surface. 
Improvements of the methos require only minor changes in the 
MRC code, such as the incorporation of different geometrical 
Kernels and of albedos of the type cos -i^ with n jé 1 . These impro 
vements will be the subject of a future work together with the 
approach to the bent duct problem. 
S3 
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